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EAT, PAY, LEAVE! Becky Wicks lifted the burqa on Dubai In BURQALICIOUS. Now she turns her

attention to Bali as she hilariously navigates life as an adopted Balinese local. A lot can happen

when you set out to 'find yourself'. Sometimes, you can even lose the plot. From visiting ancient

healers with cellphone addictions to leaving a shaking ashram intent on extracting her soul, Becky

Wicks soon discovered that six months travelling round Bali wasn't all going to be about finding

inner peace and harmony. In fact, the perils of possessed teens, eating raw, yogic headstands,

diving shipwrecks and dicing with black magic and demons all took their toll on the Island of the

Gods. And that was before the vaginal steaming. Becky Wicks lifts the sarong on real life in Bali in a

blur of locals, tourists, expats and other other eating, praying lovers who arrive... you know... not

really knowing who they are.
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I planned a 3 week trip to Bali without a lot of plans or knowledge about the Island. No Loneley

Planet guide or other. As I was in a book shop, I saw the very colorful cover with the title of this book



and O decided to buy it on Kindle. I've read it through during my holiday in 3 weeks and I loved it!

It's written with so much sincerity and fun, easy reading and what was the best: the information in

the book made a lot of things clear to me! To know about culture, the Island, the people, religion... I

can really recommand it! Loved reading it during my trip in Bali.

Written in a very funny witty way . I am moving to Bali and this book also provided me with a lot of

informations about Bali .I wish she would write another book about Bali .I was really sad once this

book came to an end

I almost put the book down because of the childish style- but I'm glad I kept going. Even though it's

lacking in quality, it more than makes up for it in the information. I too have done this very similar

journey and wish I had read it before! I found it to be very accurate, and I'm amazed how similar our

experiences were. I really think she's done her fact checking too (so many authors don't- thinking

what are the odds you will ever end up in Bali). If you are truly interested in Bali (esp Ubud) don't let

the writing put you off- there's plenty of valuable info!

I enjoyed reading Becky's book. I just wish that I had found this before going to Bali as I would have

some wonderful insight and tips to visit the island with. I love Becky's humourous way of writing and

I am looking forward to reading the next book that was realised recently Latinlicious. An entertaining

series full of information for the avid traveller I must say. Thanks Becky.

I purchased this book after checking out the author's previous novel, 'Burqalicious' - which was also

excellent.This book makes you feel like you're on an adventure or holiday with her - the emotion, the

laughs, and experiences are captured wittily and brilliantly.It took me by surprise at times - it's rare

to find a book that can have you doubling over in laughter, then completely moved within a few

pages. Highly recommended.

Absolutely loved this book! So funny and entertaining! A true Bali journal. I didn't want to stop

reading. Thank you

Fun insights to the unique culture that is Bali. Becky has a lively approach to life and a curiosity that

leads her to some experiences which she shares with a delightful sense of humor. If you've ever

spent time in Bali, you will rejoice in the familiar bits and long to return to experience more.



I buy any book penned by Becky Wicks, she is a very warm raconteur with a great sense of humor

and you have the feeling of travelling with a fun friend. This did not disappoint
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